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What is (it like) to be a Hard Problem?

"Some books are important not because they solve a 
problem or even address it in a way that points to solution,

 but because they are symptomatic of the confusions of the time." 
SEARLE1
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3. What is (it like) to be a Hard Problem.

3.1. The dissolution of the HP and the HP of functionalism
3.2. What is (it like) to be a cognitive system

4. Recognising a conscious being.
5. Conclusion: conscious experience and scientific study
6. Discussion: pointing to a hard problem and a crucial gap
7. Acknowledgements
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Abstract: In this essayI argue that a systemicperspectiveof cognition may be
sufficientto explainwhateverit mustbenecessaryto explainaboutconsciousness.By
analysingChalmers’diagnosisof the Hard Problemof consciousnesswe conclude
that the only Hard Problemarisesfrom the functionalistview of cognition. I argue
thata functionalexplanationis not enoughto explainconsciousness(andthat is why
Chalmers’Hard Problemarises)and that an operationalexplanationis required.It
follows thatoncewe havespecifiedthe structurethat makesusconsciousthen‘what
phenomenalconsciousnessis’ becomesa matter of being that structureand not
somethingto be explained.Finally I argue that consideringa systemconscious
dependson the operationalconditionsunder which it is legitimate to describean
entity as consciousi.e. the necessaryand sufficient operationalconditions for a
system to be conscious.

Key words: Consciousness,CognitiveSciences,CartesianDualism,Explanatorygap,
Dynamical approach, Phenomenal experience, Operational explanation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since Descartesthe relation between the phenomenologicalworld (res

cogitans) andthephysicalworld (res extensa) occupiesa privilegedpositionbetween
1 Searle,1997, p.162. Searle'sreview on David ChalmersThe Conscious Mind; In Search of a
Fundamental Theory (Oxford University Press, 1996)
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the unresolved philosophical questions of the Western history. If not so much

Descartes' dualist ontology, its vocabulary and conceptual foundation remain alive in

the contemporary debate (Searle, 1992) and, while consciousness is becoming an

object of scientific study it’s ontological and epistemological status is still in question.

And it's not a trivial question since consciousness seems to us the highest human

capacity, the more inaccessible domain, the most secret privacy, and the last hiding

place of the individual against the objectivity. Can science grasp this mystery? Is

there any mystery at all? 

The current study of consciousness is characterised by a transdisciplinary,

multidimensional and weakly co-ordinated approach. All sorts of theories and

approaches inhabit the scene while they remain unconnected (at best) or incompatible.

Moreover the claim of the impossibility of a scientific study of consciousness remains

alive among some scientist and philosophers (Nagel and McGinn). In this context, as

Searle’s Chinese Room Experiment (1980) for the problem of intentionality,

Chalmers’ article Facing Up to the Problem of Consciousness (1995) became a

reference point and focused the debate. Even if Chalmers' article has been considered

a steep back in the debate (Dennett, 1996) I consider it symptomatic of a profound

disagreement between different views in the field. I believe the really Hard Problem

stands in the deep tension between confronted underlying assumptions in the current

field (specially among Functionalists) and that we shall assume a biologically

grounded operational perspective in order for the Hard Problem to vanish. 

But what is the, so called, Hard Problem?

2. THE HARD PROBLEM

From Chalmers' article we will rescue the analysis of the so called Hard

Problem (HP); a) because part of the current debate is focused in Chalmers diagnosis

of the Hard Problem, b) because I consider (and I will try to argue) that Chalmers'

mistake is already present in that diagnosis and that the latter development of his

paper is a consequence of that mistake, and, c) because the claim of the HP, seems to

me, is the point where consciousness, as a philosophical debate/problem, should

arrive to an end, just because there is not such a problem (or at least the problem

shows to be a philosophical problem in the more Wittgensteinian linguistic

viewpoint).
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At the beginningof the paperChalmersdivides the problemsof the studyof

consciousness into the 'easy' problems and the 'hard' problem. 

"Theeasyproblemsof consciousnessarethosethat seemdirectly susceptibleto
standardmethodsof cognitivescience,wherebya phenomenonis explainedin termsof
computationalor neuralmechanisms.The hard problemsare thosethat seemto resist
those methods" (§ 3).

The easy problems: the easy problems are those concerning functional

mechanisms:

• Ability to discriminate stimuli

• Integration of information

• Reportability of mental states

• Focus of attention

• Control of behaviour

• Difference between wakefulness and sleep

All those phenomenaare associatedto consciousnessbut they have a

functional role in the cognitive processesof the cognitive agent;thus they can be

explainedin functional terms.Howeverdifficult they may turn to be in the future,

Chalmerstakesfor groundedtheconceptualframeon which theywill beexplainedso

that a goodexplanationis a matterof techno-scientificachievementbut not one of

conceptual re-formulation.

The Hard Problem: But… (Chalmers follows) if those phenomena(easy

problems)are exhaustedin their functional role… how is it possiblethat they give

rise to phenomenalexperience?And this is what ChalmersconsidersThe HP. The

HP, thus,is theproblemof experience thatcarrieson in theMind-Body debateunder

different forms:

• Consciousness* (Harvey)

• First person ontology (Searle)

• Qualia

• Phenomenal consciousness (Ned Block)

• "What is it like" (Nagel)

• Explanatory gap (Joseph Levine)

• Knowledge argument (Frank Jackson)

• Phenomenal experience (Chalmers)

• Etc…
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What makes the HP hard, for Chalmers, is that it goes beyond any performance of

functions because "to explain a cognitive function we need only specify a mechanism

that can perform that function" (§12) and after explaining all those mechanisms we

still have something else to explain: consciousness is more than a mechanism. That's

why, again on Chalmers' view, any attempt to explain consciousness in the current

literature, doesn't work. We need an extra ingredient, a something else to fill the

explanatory gap of why this functional or neural processes are accompanied by

experience (the italic is mine to highlight Chalmers' most common expressions when

describing the problem).

After analysing some case studies that fail to explain consciousness, Chalmers

concludes
At the end of the day, the same criticism applies to any purely physical account of
consciousness. For any physical process we specify there will be an unanswered question:
Why should this process give rise to experience? Given any such process, it is
conceptually coherent that it could be instantiated in the absence of experience. It follows
that no mere account of the physical process will tell us why experience arises. The
emergence of experience goes beyond what can be derived from physical theory. (§ 43)

At this point, considering that any given cognitive process could exist

without experience, Chalmers proposes to introduce experience as a fundamental

feature of the world. Then he outlines a theory of consciousness whose central

claim is 'The double-aspect theory of information' by which information is

understood as being the basis of consciousness and the link with physics through

the embeddedness of information in physical processes.

3. WHAT IS (IT LIKE) TO BE A HARD PROBLEM

3.1. The dissolution of the HP and the HP of traditional functionalism.

Explanatory gap, extra ingredient, accompanied by experience, something

else, and so on seems to me dangerous expressions that cover a non-existing problem.
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If we add to a functional explanation a structural bottom-up, operational2 explanation,

there is nothing else to be explained.

I don't deny conscious experience, the vivid sensation of perceiving a red

apple or having an orgasm. The Knowledge Argument (Jackson, Epiphenomenal

Qualia 1982, from Torrance, 1998) illustrates this point: it is still different to have an

orgasm than knowing all the processes and biological structures involving the

phenomenon. But the Knowledge Argument is not an argument against the

explanation (as it has been used), it is not an argument that shows that any

explanation of consciousness is not enough; it just shows that it is different to explain

how a cognitive systems works than being a cognitive system (how are they going to

be equal? They are not even in the same level to be compared!). Probably the narrow

vision of the classical functionalist viewpoint of what a cognitive agent is makes

impossible to imagine that experience is to be a cognitive system. If we take cognition

(as traditional functionalists do) to be the computation of an algorithm (independently

of the system that performs it) then experience (the inner vivid sensation of

experience) seems to be something else and the HP arrives when we realise that

phenomenal consciousness cannot be added to the list of algorithms that constitute

cognition. That's why Chalmers considers that 'the something else' must be explained.

But, from a systemic perspective, there is nothing to be explained about being a

cognitive system because there is nothing on the being that can/should/must be

explained. As well as there is nothing to be explained about "what it is like to be

solid"; there is nothing to explain about being conscious. The only way of explaining

solidity is specifying how the microstructure makes a solid macrostructure (what we

have called structural3 or operational explanation). If our theory of solidity was that of

a solidity algorithm then a certain Zhalmers could argue that there is a HP of solidity

since the computation of the solidity algorithm is not enough to explain solidity: the

inner robustness of being solid. Zhalmers could argue that there could exist Zolids:

entities that perform the solidity algorithm but are not solid. In this case we wouldn't
2Here operational vs. functional will be understood following (Di Paolo, 1999). By operational we
mean an explanation which is "formulated in terms of a set of elements all pitched at a same
descriptional level and also in terms of law-like realtionships between these elements so that an
account can be given of how the phenomena are generated" (p.16) while by functional explanation we
understand an explanation where "the terms of the reformulation are deemed to belong to a more
encompassing context, in which te observer provides links and nexuses not supposed to operat in the
domain in which the systems that generate the phenomena operate" (p.16). We intuitivelly understand
operational explanations as specifying the structure of the system by establishing the elements and the
law-like relations between the elements that constitute the system as such. While by funcional
explanation we will understand particularly the kind of explanations of cognition held by Traditional
AI where a cognitive agent can be defined solely in terms of the causal-computational relations
between inputs and outputs requiring an external observer to specify them.
3  The term structural or structure won’t be used in this essay as oposed to operational (Varela) but
rather as oposed to functional.
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have a HP of solidity at all but a wrong explanation of solidity that becomes

problematic. But being solid or experiencing orgasms does not enter the scientific

discourse. And this is mostly because of the very meaning of 'explanation' in science,

which was (fortunately) moved from Aristotelian 'intrinsic property of an entity' to the

Galilean law-like relations between entities (Rorty, 1994). 

Lets go back to the beginning of this section; now we can see how terms like

explanatory gap, extra ingredient, accompanied by experience, something else, and so

on, are absolutely mistaken. There is no explanatory gap because there are not two

objects to be linked. From our perspective accompanied by experience is completely

nonsensical, the perceptive process of perceiving red IS the experience, thus, there is

no extra ingredient to be added. But Chalmers mistake is still worst since the

assumption of any extra ingredient falls under the Hard Problem again (the extended

HP, Torrance, 1998), and no matter how many ingredients we add we will always

need another one. At this point Zhalmers could argue against Chalmers with his own

arguments: "why does any aspect of information give rise to experience? We need a

third extra ingredient since it is, still, conceptually coherent to imagine any physical

process + informational process without experience." and so on, and so on ad

infinitum.

Chalmers' Hard Problem itself is a problem of functionalism (whose view of

the mental and cognition is disembodied and functional and never operational), not a

problem of Cognitive Sciences. As Jackendorff pointed out: if consciousness has no

causal effect (functional role) then 'it is useless' (Jackendorff, 1987 p.26, from Varela

et al. 1991. P. 82). But all there is in the domain of the mental is not functional.

Chalmers functionalist view of the mind (only considering the causal connections

between representations) is the real Hard Problem. As Searle points out (Searle,

1997) Chalmers mistake stands on trying to hold both functionalism and property

dualism or irreducibility of consciousness; and it just doesn't work. As Chalmers itself

sees, functionalism is not enough to account for consciousness. And that is because

functionalism has an horizontal concept of causation. Functionalism studies relations

between representations (propositional attitudes) and this is not enough to account for

cognition; on the lower boundary of cognition to account for the symbol grounding

problem (Harnard, 1990), embodied situated cognition (Brooks, 1991) etc.; on the

upper boundary for such non-functional 'phenomena'4 as the self (Varela et al. 1991),

consciousness, etc. 

4I quoted 'phenomena' because the self and consciousness cannot be properly called phenomena
because they are prior to any phenomenon as such. In fact, this is the whole point of the essay.
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3.2. What is (it like) to be a cognitive system

If we now consider a dynamical-embodiedperspectiveof cognition, the

functionalistHP comesto an end: our experienceis embodied(Varela et al. 1991,

Varela1996)thus if we don't want to fall into explanatorygapproblemswe haveto

considercognition as embodied,as realised(and only realisable?)in a biological-

dynamicalstructure.And then take (conscious)experienceas being this embodied

dynamicalstructure.Them,oneswe assumethis viewpoint,what makesus beingas

we are, which are the concretedynamicsthat constitutea consciousbeing, will

become a scientific task to be resolved, an operational description to be made.

At this point I would like to point to a dynamic-systemicArtificial Life (A-

Life) approachto cognitionfrom which I believetheproblemcouldbeaddressedin a

fruitful way (as this new approachto cognitive phenomenahasshowedwith many

otherproblemsof CognitiveScience).Within this view cognitionasa processcanbe

understoodas the structuralcoupling betweenan agentand its environmentand a

cognitiveagentcanbe studiedasa dynamicalsystem.Thedynamicalapproach(van

Gelder,1993,VanGelderandPort1995)doesnot entail,necessarily,theexclusionof

symbolic/computationalexplanations of some cognitive processesbecauseany

computationalprocesscan (in principle) be explainedby dynamicalsystemtheory

(even if the concrete mechanismsrequire a researcheffort not yet resolved

–Crutchfield,1998).Thusany informationalandfunctionalaccountof consciousness

(theeasyproblems)is not rejectedbut subsumedin anembodieddynamicalbottom-

up explanationof cognition(at thesametime an embodiedperspectivecansolvethe

symbol-groundingproblem,the intentionality(Searle)of somecognitiveprocesses5).

As Di Paolopointsout "thepurposeof anoperationalexplanationis not necessarilyto

act as a replacementof a functional one, but rather to act as a constraintto the

possible functional interpretationsthat we may need to provide for pragmatic

purposes."(Di Paolo,2000:4).Theotherway roundworksaswell sothata functional

explanationcannotreplaceanoperationaloneandif we areto takeexperienceasreal

thenwe mustavoidanyfunctionalexplanationof it becausewe know thatexperience

cannotbe an addedfunction to the purely cognitiveones.What, in fact, is proposed

here is that an operationalexplanationmust be necessaryand sufficient to explain

whatevercould be and must be explainedabout inner experience,consciousness*,

5 It is not a coincidencethat whatChalmerscalls theHardProblemis stronglyrelatedto theproblem
of semanticcontentand intentionality, which is, at the sametime, one of the major problemsof
functionalism (are consciousness and intentionality very far from being the same problem?).
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phenomenalconsciousnessor qualia.The rest is not a rest,an object,nor a function,

nor information; the phenomenalexperience"is not a 'thing that exists'in the sense

that matterand charge,indeedtables,and apples,exist." (Harvey:13),but the mere

being that operationally describedsystem, the being an observer: "Phenomenal

experienceis primary,andthroughour experiencewe constructmatter,charge,tables,

and apples as objects that allow us to make sense of the world" (Harvey).

Up to now we havebeenaddressingthe explanationof consciousnessto a

structural-operationalstudy.But how doesconsciousnessemergefrom the dynamics

of the brain?Thereis an increasingwork on the foundationsof biology, A-life and

complexdynamicalsystems(Varela et al., 1991), wherethe conceptof emergence

plays a central role. Collier (Collier, 1998) arguesthat emergentpropertiesentail

cohesion,where“cohesionrepresentsthosefactorsthatcausallybind thecomponents

of somethingthroughspaceandtime, so it actscoherentlyandresistswhich internal

andexternalfluctuations”.But cohesion,ascausalcondition for the emergenceof a

propertycanbeunderstoodin termsof transferof information(accordingto Collier).

Thus,Chalmerswasprobablynot completelywrongwith his doubleaspecttheoryof

informationafter all? Well it dependson what we understandby completelywrong,

which is clear is that Collier’s argumentdoesnot supportany interpretationof a

phenomenalsideof information.On the contraryI suggestthat consciousnesscould

be understoodasan emergentpropertyof informationalprocesseshappeningin the

brain6; where consciousexperience,the phenomenalside of consciousness,is just

being this process.Nevertheless,the emergenceof consciousnessis a matter of

science.I only wantedto point to this coarseproposalasa coherentalternativeto the

Hard Problemof functionalism.But I shall point out a major problem of my last

proposalwhich is that it requiresto built an operationalexplanationon the top of a

functional one that takescognitive information (which may considereda functional

term),for grounded.I addressthis issueto Moreno'sperspectivein cognitionandthe

operationalclosureof the nervoussystemin informational terms (Moreno et al.,

1997)

4. DISTINGUISHING A CONSCIOUS BEING

Up to now we have dealt with what it could be defined as an explanatory

problem.But immersedin the literaturearoundthe topic of consciousnesswe find

anothersort of problemwhich is strongly linked to the aboveone not necessarily
6 In this sense my position could be compared with Searle’s biological naturalism. 
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determiningit (as it happensfor someauthors), i.e. the problemof distinguishing a

consciousbeing from a non-consciousone. I find the problemquite similar to the

Turing testandall theongoingfunctionalistproblemsof StrongandWeakAI (Searle,

1997). If we reduceconsciousness(the cognitive and the phenomenalside) to a

functionalexplanation,thusto anobservablebehaviour,thentheHardProblemarises

and Zombies enter the scene(as well as if we reduce cognition to functional

computationthe ‘symbol grounding problem’ arisesand ‘Chinese room’ kind of

arguments enter the scene). 

But nor functionalismis enoughto explaincognitionnor we do discriminate

solely by behaviouralobservations.Until the sciencesof the artificial, and robotics

arose,for a certainbehaviourtherewasusually the samekind of physicalstructures

performingit (i.e. a humanbody for linguistic behaviour).That is why we, humans,

take for groundedthat for a certain behaviourthere is a correspondingstructure

performingit, with its evolutionaryhistory, structuralcausalityandso on. But if, by

chance,a plasticball getsout of the window, nobodywill attributeto that behaviour

anyintentionalityof willing to suicide,nor anyotherintentionalinstance,becausewe

know that the causal relations that make that ball going out of the window are

structurally different from ours. 

At this point the problem can be understood as an attitude problem: 

So if oneacceptsthat the creationof robotswith consciousness1-3offers merely‘easy’
problems(...), the additionalmagicingredientfor consciousness*is merelya changeof
attitudein us,theobservers.Sucha changeof attitudecannotbeachievedarbitrarily; the
right conditions of complexity of behaviour, of similarity to humans, are required first 

(Harvey:10)

But anattitudeproblemis not merelyan ‘attitude’ problembecausemy attitudewith

my teddy bear does not make the teddy bear conscious.The problem must be

addressedasunderwhatconditionit is legitimatethe attitudeof consideringor not a

certainentity to beconscious.If phenomenalconsciousnessis referredto that being a

cognitive system independentlyof the performing functional behaviour of the

moment,the attribution of consciousnessto a certainentity cannotbe a matter of

behaviourbut a matterof theoperationalorganisationof theentity thatperformssuch

behaviour.This way the matter of ‘attitude’ becomesan epistemologicalmatterof

establishingthe operationalconditionsunder which it is legitimate to describean

entity as consciousi.e. the necessaryand sufficient operationalconditions for a

system to be conscious.
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5. CONCLUSION: CONSCIOUS EXPERIENCE AND SCIENTIFIC STUDY:

By the claim that being conscious is no more (nor less) than being a certain

kind of cognitive system (with the appropriate structure and processes from where

consciousness emerges) and thus that the HP does not entail any problem at all (but

addresses a HP inside the functionalist assumptions), I don't mean that we have no

inner experience. What I suggest is that the existence of experience, of phenomenal

consciousness, does not require any intrinsic explanation at all: because it is

impossible a priori (by definition of the term explanation), and because the concept of

intrinsic explanation entails the same problem ones again ad infinitum. Neither do I

mean that there is no place in science for conscious experience. I suggest that the

place of experience should be methodological rather than ontological. In this sense

Varela's proposal for a neurophenomenological framework (Varela, 1996) seems to

me completely coherent with my argument. If there is anything to be explained this

must be in functional and structural-operational terms, as proposed above. 

But this claim does not narrow the methodological scope, it just opens it ones we

realise that there is no extra ingredient nor explanatory gap. In this context, doubtless,

phenomenology stands for one of the most powerful tools to take into account. Just

because been cognitive systems put us in a privileged position to know how 3 trillion

neurones work (and how the embodied study of those 3 trillion neurones work, as

well). After all, the problem, seems to me, is more methodological than ontological.

We know that something special (cognition, intentionality, consciousness) is going on

in our brains, because we experience it7, because we are it: a complex self-organising

activation patterns and processes which can be (however difficult it must turn to be),

in principle, studied by neurophysiology, computer simulations, dynamical system

theory etc. The study of this going on in the brain should provably be divided into

different emergent levels, it will probably require the appropriate mathematical tools

to understand emergence (Collier, 1998), as well as an account of how parallel

processes have a unitary functionality8, it will probably be challenged by pluralist

approaches (Torrance, 1996) and so on. But this is all it is to be explained. That is

what is (it like) to be a Hard Problem

7 I want to point to the contradiction involved in this expresion, namely that we cannot experience
consciousness because consciousness is not an object to be experienced or hadled by a subject but the
very fact of been a subject. Language makes the whole subject/object dicotomy hard to solve since the
very structure of language involves such dualism.
8 Probably explanable by the 40 Hz hypothesys (Crick and Koch). 
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6. DISCUSSION: POINTING TO A HARD PROBLEM AND A CRUCIAL GAP

I wish to finish this essay by pointing to a further discussion about some

related issues that I find specially important but far from most of the efforts in the

field. I will briefly note them.

In what accounts for consciousness we are dealing as well with the notion of

the self (and still worst, with the experienceof the self) considered as the unifying

substrate of experience. I consider that the underlying problem of the self has great

possibilities of becoming a real hard problem since it is one of the constitutive notions

of western civilisation on which science is immersed. 

On the other hand (but somehow linked with the former problem) I find the

problem of the gap between dynamic experiences (understood as personal/individual

experiences) and intellectual experiences (purely symbolic/abstract experiences).

Following the work by Varela et al. (1991) I believe that working in this two issues is

fundamental if we want knowledge to serve human purposes and not vice versa. 
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